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Blob Tree Assessment analysis August 2020

Year 6      58% positive   (37% made reference to friends)  42% negative

Year 5      78% positive   (44% made reference to friends)  22% negative

Year 4      71% positive   (39% made reference to friends)  29% negative

Year 3      87% positive   (48% made reference to friends)  13% negative

Mixes feelings about returning to school – the importance of friends in their 
genral positive view of school is huge. 



Blob Tree Assessment analysis November 2020

Year 6      96% positive   (37% made reference to friends)  4% negative

Year 5      86% positive   (42% made reference to friends)  14% negative

Year 4      78% positive   (25% made reference to friends)  22% negative

Year 3      95% positive   (50% made reference to friends)  5% negative

Children’s attitudes towards school have become a lot more positive over the 
last term. On average, there was an increase of 15% in positive attitudes. 



I feel really happy in Year 
6 and my teacher is really 
nice and helpful.

I still get nervous but I am 
getting there. I am happy 
to be here and I am 
getting help.

My English is improving and 
I feel more confident with 
Maths because of the 
extra help. 

I think I am more 
confident now because at 
the start of the year I was 
kind of shy. 

I am happy because at the 
start I thought I wouldn’t 
be good at maths but now 
I’ve got it. 

In Maths I’ve been getting 
a lot of help from Mrs 
Pearson.

The teachers are helping 
me to be my best.



I am trying hard in school 
and life. 

I feel happy and am glad to 
be back at school. 

I understand what I am 
doing. 

At this moment in time, I 
love spending time with my 
friends. 

I am happy and energetic 
and school is good. I feel proud of myself. 

I love school!

I feel proud that I’m at 
this school. 

I feel happy and included 
in everything and I have 
lots of fun at this school.

I choose this person 
because I know my friends 
will take care of me and I 
will take care of them.



Sometimes I struggle and 
get a bit anxious. I need practise in a few 

things.

I have chosen the guy 
falling because I am happy 
but sometimes I fall out 
with my friends and find 
some lessons hard. That’s 
what represents me falling. 

I don’t feel confident with 
English.

I struggle with maths but 
I am getting help. 



Aug 2020
Returning to 
school after lock 
down.

Nov 2020
Settled back into 
school. 



Blob Tree Assessment analysis March 2021

Year 6      74% positive   (23% made reference to friends)  26% negative

Year 5      93% positive   (52% made reference to friends)  7% negative

Year 4      76% positive   (33% made reference to friends)  24% negative

Year 3      91% positive   (21% made reference to friends)  9% negative

Children’s attitudes on returning to school are more positive than after the 
first lock down. On average, there was an increase of 8% in positive attitudes. 
However, there was a drop of 14% in the number making reference to 
friends. 



I am very, very happy 
to be at school and 
also happy to have 
my teachers. 

I chose this because I 
was excited to see my 
friends again because 
I haven’t seen them in 
months. 

I am glad everyone is 
back.

I chose this blob 
because it looks like it 
is having fun and this 
means being excited 
for something. 

I was so excited but I 
was nervous about all 
the changes. I was 
excited to see my 
friends and teachers. 

As long as I have my 
friends it is okay. 

Right now I feel confident to learn but I am 
not quite at the top of my game yet and its 
gonna take some time to get used to. 

I am happy coming back to school 
and I have got lots of VLE work 
done.

I feel confident and 
brave.



Although I am happy to be back at school, I 
feel a little disappointed with myself as I 
haven’t been keeping up with my work and I 
might be stuck later. I am also scared this 
might have an influence on my work and life 
but I will try and stay positive. 

I feel a little anxious 
about starting school. 

I feel scared to go to 
school because I 
haven’t been to 
school for so long. 

I feel I have got less 
smart. 

I am nervous that 
everyone is coming 
back.

I was feeling stressed 
out at home because 
of covid-19. 


